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Section I

Work Progress Week of 10/21 – 11/3

- Finish installation of trusses along B wing and install reverse gable at kitchen area
- Begin re-roughing conduit for electrical equipment
- Continued bracing and strapping/connections at trusses to finish install per manufacturer and engineer approved shop drawings
- Installation of new “catwalk” service walkway between trusses
- Installation of new freeze board and trim throughout B wing exterior
Work Projected Week of 11/4 – 11/10

- Roofing installation throughout new structure at B wing
- Remove interior scaffolding now that service “catwalk” is installed
- Framing at demising walls to accept sheetrock fire rating layers
- Start prepping walls throughout classrooms to begin finish and sheetrock layers
Truss and bracing installation – Electrical Conduit installation for re-feeding
Exterior Trimwork
Service catwalk installation
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Update for 10/21 – 11/3